The study of low-dimensional quantum systems has proven to be a particularly fertile field for discovering novel types of quantum matter. When studied numerically, low-energy states of low-dimensional quantum systems are often approximated via a tensor-network description. The tensor network's utility in studying short range corre- In recent years, a lot of attention has been given to the detailed description of scaleinvariant ground states of quantum systems. This is a particularly challenging problem since arXiv:1806.09626v2 [quant-ph]
, and its deformation was presented in Ref. [26] [27] [28] . An interesting recent variation of this class of models can be found in, e.g. [29] using symmetric inverse semigroups.
Here we present two types of tensor network that faithfully capture both the geometric properties and the entanglement structure of the colorless models: The binary height network and the height renormalization network.
As described below, each path is mapped onto a tiling of a grid that defines the tensor network.
Thus, our networks have the rules that govern the random walker baked into their building blocks. In particular, the second network we propose has a MERA-like structure [30] and defines a natural renormalization process of Motzkin walk configurations. Moreover, this network is capable of tiling the hyperbolic plane, potentially opening the door to connections with holography [31] .
MOTZKIN SPIN CHAINS
As stated above, the spin-1 Motzkin model was introduced as an example of a critical spin chain described by a frustration-free Hamiltonian with nearest-neighbor interactions. These have been generalized to include a deformation parameter t, where t = 1 corresponds to a critical point.
The Motzkin Hamiltonian has a unique zero-energy frustration-free ground state for any value of t > 0. For our present purpose, we need the exact form of the ground state as we describe below. (The interested reader may refer to the detailed description of the Hamiltonian in the supplemental material and in the references). This ground state is a superposition of walks called "Motzkin Walks". A Motzkin walk w is a walk on the Z 2 lattice using the line segments { , -, } that start at (0, 0), go to (2n, 0), and never go below the x axis. Each walk represents a spin configuration via identifying the Motzkin line segments with the local spin {|1 , |0 , |−1 } states, respectively. The ground state can be written as [23] :
Here A(w) denotes the area below the Motzkin walk w, and N is a normalization factor. A similar type of ground state occurs in the Fredkin model, which is a half-integer spin model with essentially the same structure; it only lacks the "flat" move.
The half-chain entanglement entropywhich is a measure of the degree of quantum correlations in the system-is maximal for the t = 1 case, where it grows logarithmically in n.
For t < 1 and t > 1, the ground state satisfies an area law [27] : the entanglement entropy is bounded by a constant independent of system size. The deformed Motzkin and Fredkin walks can naturally be viewed as constrained trajectories of a random walker in the presence of drift; the "x" axis plays the role of time;
and the t parameter measures the strength and direction of the drift. More details can be found in references [23, 24, 26, 27] . In this article, we will mainly be interested in tensor network representations of the t = 1 case. However, below we will show how the first of our tensor networks can be generalized to the case of arbitrary t > 0.
The Motzkin model can also be studied with periodic boundary conditions [16] . The ground space of the periodic model has a 4n + 1 degeneracy, and the ground states |Ψ k consist of equal superpositions over all spin-z configurations that have a total magnetization k, where −2n ≤ k ≤ 2n [16] . Recently, such states were shown to act as approximate quantum error correcting codes [32] .
BINARY HEIGHT TENSOR NETWORK
The Motzkin model can be described as a "height model": the height of each walk is encoded within a field value at each point. This is a natural starting point for constructing a field theory description of the colorless Motzkin state, as was done in Ref. [33] .
If we describe the state using a binary representation of the heights, we see that-since at site x, the walk could have reached at most height x-we need at most log 2 (2x) bits to encode the height. The height encoded at site x+1 results from the adding (or subtracting) the spin value at site x+1. Thus, our first step is to generate a tensor network that implements these additions. We find it convenient to encode both the walk and the binary addition using a set of tiles, as explained below.
Walks as tiles
Consider the square tiles represented below:
Top and bottom edges are labeled by 1, −1, or 0 if that edge touches a "↑"-line, a "↓"-line, or neither, respectively. Left and right edges are labeled by 1 or 0 depending on if that edge touches a "→"-line or not.
Given a tiling of a square grid, we say that a tiling is valid if all edges match. To represent a 2n-step Motzkin walk by a valid tiling, we consider a square-gridded "step pyramid", as shown in Fig. 1 . The steps vary in length because only a logarithmically growing number of bits ( log 2 2x ) is required to store the height at the x th column, for 1 ≤ x ≤ n. Also, the network is symmetric about the halfway point.
We impose boundary conditions on the exterior north, east, and west edges such that they are all equal to zero. The values on the south boundary correspond to the local spin values of the walk. As shown in Fig. 1 , the height of the walk is encoded in the binary strings between columns of tiles. This defines an isomorphism between Motzkin walks and valid tilings.
Tiles as tensors
Now we define a tensor network that sums over all configurations along the bottom edge of a square-lattice step pyramid that yield a valid tiling. We call this the binary-height tensor network. It is shown in Fig. 2(a) .
Recall that the north, east, and west facing outer edges of each tiling must be projected onto the value 0. In the network, this is achieved by contracting indices on these edges with the state |0 (see Fig. 2(b, i) ). The ba- sic building block is a tensor B (see Fig. 2 (b, ii)), which is the sum of rank-one operators in the spin-z basis that are one-to-one with tiles in Eq. 2.
where each A l is a rank-one operator defined in
Figs. 2(b, iii-viii) using the four-index tensor
Contracting this network gives a value of 1 if the tiling is valid and 0 otherwise. There- An immediate upper bound on the entanglement entropy between the two sides-as estimated by the number of cuts needed-is simply log n.
The binary height network can be straightforwardly generalized to describe the general t = 0 case, the spin 1/2 Fredkin model, and these models with periodic boundary conditions.
Area weighted walks
To generalize to the t = 0 (area-weighted)
case, we introduce a t-and height-dependent weighing of the A j tiles that contribute to B
(compare with Eq. 3):
where the s index labels which row the tensor appears in, starting with s = 1 at the bottom and counting upwards. Each tile gets a factor of t raised to the 2 s−1 − th power for each horizontal arrow segment it contains. This exponential scaling in s is because a horizontal line appearing in a given row is worth twice as much as one in the layer below, and four times as much as one that is two layers below, etc.
Spin 1/2 case
To re-purpose the binary-height network for the spin-1/2 Fredkin model, we define an operator P ∈ Hom(C 3 , C 2 ) that projects out the 0 component of each spin and maps 1 → 
where the indices k 1 and k 2 are associated with the spin-1 and spin-1 2 degrees of freedom, respectively. Appending P ⊗2n to the bottom of the binary-height tensor network yields a tensor network for the Fredkin model:
We note that Salberger and Korepin previously presented an MPS description of the Fredkin state using the height representation of Dyck walks [24] . However, the elementary building blocks of such networks have growing bond-dimension and lack the local structure of the networks we achieve here.
Boundary conditions
In order to generalize the binary-height tensor network to the periodic Motzkin model, it will be useful to consider more generally how modifying the boundaries of the network affects the state that it represents. 
|0
⊗ log 2 2n to a product of |0 and |1 states
where b kL(R) is the k th bit in the binary expansion of the integer p (q) between 0 and 2 m − 1. We offer two equivalent constructions. In the main text we present a tile-based approach consistent with the construction of the binaryheight tensor network presented above. In
Appendix II we provide an independent construction that is more closely related to existing tensor-network methods. In particular, it leverages the framework of U(1)-invariant tensors, originally described in Ref.
[35].
The key idea behind the tile-based construction is a network renormalization group step associated to the "zipper lemma":
where the triangular tensor will be defined below, and the proof is given in the appendix. Sequential application of the zipper lemma leads to a new tensor network where each layer discards the highest frequency components of the layer below. Thus, it naturally represents a renormalization process for Motzkin walks, and resembles a MERA.
First we will treat the periodic case, which is more closely related to the binary-height tensor network and involves a simpler tile set. After this, we will generalize the construction to the original Motzkin model.
The height renormalization network with periodic boundary conditions
We will require the following three index tensor:
where,
and all indices i, j, and k are restricted to values {−1, 0, 1}. Consequently, the values of i and j cannot be both 1 or both -1. 
where
and
This map can be represented pictorially, as shown in Fig fied. These encode two integers p and q, respectively.
Contracting this tensor network with a walk configuration gives the value 1 if the walk reaches a net height of p − q, and gives zero otherwise. Therefore, by choosing max(p, q) = 2n
and min(p, q) = 2n − |k|, this tensor network represents the periodic ground state |Ψ k .
One way to verify this claim would be to compute all valid tilings of this network. The triangle tensors can be redefined in tile notation as follows
where the triangular tiles D l are defined in Fig. 5(b) , where
In Appendix III, we use the zipper lemma to show in detail how the height renormalization tensor network is equivalent to the binaryheight tensor network representation of the periodic model (as shown in Fig. 3 ).
Next, we show that by modifying the B and T tensors, the same type of tensor network can represent the original Motzkin model (with open boundary conditions).
Original Motzkin model
The main modification we make to the network is that we increase the bond dimension of all indices from three to four. In addition to the three spin values {−1, 0, 1}, each index can also be assigned a non-physical value labeled ω. Each tensor will still be represented as the sum of tiles. New tiles will indicate the ω-value of an edge using a dotted line. In order to still represent a spin-1 chain, physical indices of the network (those that appear at the bottom) must take only spin-1 values. To ensure this, we define the projector
which will be appended to all physical indices of the network.
We define the new tensor network in Fig. 6(a) . We modify the square and triangular building blocks of the tensor as follows.
The square tensors in Fig. 6 (a) are denoted C and are defined as
where A 7 and A 8 are defined in Fig. 6(b) , and B was defined in Eq. 3 . The triangle tensors in Fig. 6 (a) are denoted S, and are defined as
where E 1 , . . . E 12 are defined in Fig. 6(c) .
Similar to the height renormalization tensor network for the periodic case, in Appendix IV we verify that this network represents the Motzkin ground state by proving its equivalence to the binary-height tensor network shown in Fig. 2 .
We also note that the height renormalization tensor network can be generalized to the spin-1/2 Fredkin model in the same way as the binary-height tensor network. It merely involves appending P ⊗2n (defined in Eq. 6) to the physical indices of the network.
FINAL REMARKS
We presented exact holographic tensor net- by-layer in a manner comparable to that constructions of MERA using entanglement renormalization [39] , thus further illuminating the connection between these ideas. However, a significant difference is that the tensors in our holographic network lack the isometric constraints imposed on MERA tensors, which are responsible for the finite-width "light cone" in MERA. Therefore our network does not pre- This relation may come to be valuable to the currently active attempts of constructing holographic duals for non-relativistic field theories with Lifshitz symmetry [44] or Schrodinger symmetry [45, 46] . For a recent thorough review of Lifshitz holography, see [47] and references therein.
It is natural to ask whether the tensor networks presented here can be generalized to other spin models. In another work [ [2] M. E. Fisher, "Renormalization group theory:
The Motzkin Hamiltonian can be defined by first identifying each local spin-z basis state {|1 , |0 , |−1 } with a line segment { , -, }, respectively. This allows us to represent states as a superposition of walks. The Hamiltonian, defined on a spin-chain with 2n sites reads:
where Π j acts on the pair of spins j, j + 1 and
where Φ, Ψ, Θ are the following states on pairs of neighboring spins
To have periodic boundary conditions, the Hamiltonian in Eq. S1 can be simply modified to include a Π 2n term while omitting the boundary terms Π boundary .
II. CONSTRUCTION OF RENORMALIZATION TENSOR NETWORK VIA U(1)-SYMMETRIC

TENSORS
In this appendix we provide an alternative derivation of an exact holographic tensor network representation of the ground state of the spin-1 Motzkin spin chain. Here, in order to better connect with established tensor network methodology [35], we formulate the solution in terms of U(1) invariant tensors instead of the 'flux' preserving tiles discussed in the main text; however both approaches are ultimately equivalent. The derivation presented here is based on the dual notions of δ-symmetric tensors, a restricted subclass of U(1) tensors, and boundary-locked networks.
We first define these concepts before proceeding to demonstrate how they can be used to construct a network for the Motzkin spin chain.
Let us recall the basics of U(1)-symmetric networks, as detailed in Ref. [35] . A tensor network with U(1) symmetry is represented by an oriented graph, where each index has an associated direction (depicted with an arrow), such that the indices connected to a tensor can be regarded as either incoming or outgoing with respect to that tensor. Each index i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d} in the network is assigned a set of quantum numbers
] with charges n ∈ Z associated to the z-component of the spin at that value of the index. We say that a tensor is U(1) symmetric if it is left invariant under transformation with a unitary representation of U(1) acting on each index (where outgoing indices should be transformed by the dual representation of U(1) with respect to incoming indices). It is known that U(1)-symmetric tensors are those that conserve particle number, such that a tensor component has zero weight unless the sum of the outgoing charges matches the sum of the incoming charges. For the purposes of constructing a solution to the Motzkin model, it is useful to restrict to a sub-class of symmetric tensors that we call δ-symmetric tensors, which we define as U(1)-symmetric tensors where every (structurally non-zero) element is equal to unity. In other words, these are U(1)-symmetric tensors with component equal to unity if the total incoming charge n in matches the total outgoing charge n out and zero otherwise, which can be understood as a tensor version of the Kronecker-delta function.
The concept of a boundary-locked tensor network is now defined. Given a lattice L of spin-1 sites, let T be the tensor network built from U(1)-symmetric tensors, representing a S z = 0 quantum state |ψ ∈ L, and let |φ be a U(1)-invariant product state (S z = 0) on L. We say that network T if boundary-locked if, by constraint of the U(1) symmetry, there is a single unique configuration of the internal indices in T that can give a non-zero contribution to the scalar product φ|ψ for any input product state |φ with S z = 0. In other words, a network is boundary locked if, by fixing the boundary indices in a configuration compatible the S z = 0 symmetry of the network, the internal indices are then 'locked' in a unique configuration by the constraint that the total incoming U(1) charges must match the total outgoing charge in all tensors. It follows that a necessary (but not sufficient) constraint for a network to be boundary locked is that the irrep of charge n on any tensor index is at most 1-fold degenerate (which allows us to specify the value that an index takes by the charge n that it carries).
Given that the notions of δ-symmetric tensors and boundary-locked networks have been established, we are now able to construct the exact holographic network for the ground state of the Motzkin chain. We begin by focusing on a simpler task: given a finite chain of spin-1 sites L we describe how to construct a network representing the equal weight superposition U(1) states in the S z = 0 spin symmetry sector (or equivalently, the superposition of all walks that start and end at zero height). This solution can later be refined to exclude the paths that take negative height values at any point, as described in the main text, such that the ground state of the original Motzkin spin chain is recovered. Let us consider a U(1)-invariant state |ψ ∈ L with S z = 0; if |ψ is described by a boundary locked network built from δ-symmetric tensors it automatically follows that |ψ must be the desired equal-weight superposition of all states in the S z = 0 sector. This is true since the scalar product of |ψ with any product state of the S z = 0 spin sector must evaluate to unity, as only a single configuration of indices can contribute and all configurations have a total weight equal to unity, while the scalar product with any state outside of the S z = 0 is trivially zero.
The remaining goal is thus is to build a boundary-locked network T of δ-invariant tensors that constitutes a proper holographic realization: given a lattice L of N sites, we want the network T to be organized into O(log N ) self-similar layers, each with some finite bond dimension that is independent of the system size N . Here we follow a similar construction as used in the MERA, and build the network from a sequence of coarse-graining (CG) transformations, each of which is comprised of a disentangling step followed by a blocking step that reduces the number of lattice sites by a factor of 2. However, instead of using disentanglers with finite local support, which prove inadequate for the exact construction, we instead represent the disentangling operation as an MPO. We build this MPO from copies of a four index δ-invariant tensor G ik jl as depicted in Fig. S1(a-b) . The virtual bond dimension of the MPO is set at d = 2, with U(1) charges on these indices n (i) = n One may then repeat this coarse-graining transformation, consisting of disentangling with the MPO formed from G tensors and then blocking with the W . Notice that the magnitude of U(1) individual charges carried on the indices of the G and W tensors doubles with each coarsegraining step, but the content of these tensors otherwise remains unchanged. The output index on the final isometry, after taking log 2 (N ) coarse-graining steps where N is assumed to be a power of 2, is fixed in the n = 0 state to ensure that the network is in the total spin S z = 0 sector, see entirely from δ-symmetric tensors and (ii) is boundary-locked, which implies that it represents an equal weighted superposition of all states in the total spin S z = 0 sector.
In comparing the network derived in this appendix, Fig. S3(a) , to that derived in the main text, Fig. 5 , one sees that they both have an equivalent structure, with the G and W tensors derived in this appendix substituting for the B and T tensors in Fig. 5 . However, upon expressing the G and W tensors in the 'tiling' representation used in the main text, see Fig. S4(a-b) , it is seen that they correspond to a different set of tiles than do the B tensors, Fig. 2 , and the T tensors, Fig. 5 .
Nevertheless, a component-wise analysis of all permissible tilings reveals that the product of two G and a W tensor is identical to the product of two B and a T tensor, as depicted in Fig. S4(c) .
Thus one indeed concludes that the network constructed in this appendix is ultimately equivalent to that of the main text.
III. EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN THE RENORMALIZATION AND BINARY HEIGHT NETWORKS FOR THE PERIODIC MODEL
Here we prove that the height renormalization tensor network defined in Fig. 5 represents the periodic Motzkin ground state. We do this by showing its equivalence to the generalized binaryheight tensor network defined in Fig. 3 .
In order to represent the state |Ψ k , the boundary vectors | b L and | b R (see Eq. 8) are chosen to encode integers p and q such that q − p = k and min(p, q) ≥ n. We choose max(p, q) = 2 log 2 2n +1 + 2n
We use a rectangular binary-height tensor network with m = 2 log 2 2n +1 many layers. This choice guarantees that b mL = b mR = 1. See Fig. S5(a) for an example on 8 spins.
As usual, the upwards pointing indices on the m th layer have been contracted with the state |0 . In fact, all such indices must take the value 0 regardless of this boundary condition. To see this, suppose some of these indices took a value of 1 or -1, and let µ be the leftmost column with a non-zero value at the top.
Then,
• If the top index of µ takes value −1, the only valid tiling for µ is to use tile A 6 for all square cells. Then, the height encoded at the left boundary of µ is zero. However, from Eq. S6, p > 2n ≥ µ, and since it takes at least y many columns to drop in height by y, there are no valid tilings of the lattice to the left of µ.
• If the top index of µ takes value 1, the only valid tiling for µ is to use tile A 2 for all square cells. Then, the height encoded at the right boundary of µ is zero. However, from Eq. S6, q > 2n ≥ 2n − µ, and since it takes at least y many columns to climb in height by y, there are no valid tilings of the lattice to the right of µ.
Because non-zero values at the top indices of the network yield invalid tilings, contractions of the network must evaluate to zero in such cases.
Therefore, there is some flexibility in choosing the upper boundary condition, i.e., we are free to replace the contraction with |0 ⊗2n with any other tensor that has equal support over this state.
In particular, we can use a binary tree of triangle T tensors, as shown in Fig. S5(b) . Tiling the entire pyramid with D 5 tiles shows that it has support over the |0 ⊗2n subspace.
Next, we require following lemma:
Lemma III.1 (Zipper Lemma). The following tensor networks are equivalent: Proof. By exhaustive search all valid tile configurations (see Fig. S6 ), the following two tensor networks are equivalent
The lemma follows by sequential application of this identity.
Using this, we can pull a horizontal layer of triangular tensors in Fig. S5 (b) downwards through the tensor network. At each step, two B tensors are merged into one. Pulling down each triangular tensor is analogous to closing a zipper. The end result is shown in Fig. S5(c) .
The final step to prove equivalence with the height renormalization tensor network from 
Removing the top B tensor modifies the left and right boundary heights so that now max(p, q) = 2n and min(p, q) = 2n − |k|.
FIG. S6
. Each tiling of the networks in Eq. S8 is uniquely specified by the values on the left and bottom pointing indices. These can take values {0, 1} and {−1, 0, 1}, respectively. This results in a total of 36 possible tilings. We list these for both networks and find an isomorphism between configurations that share boundary conditions.
IV. EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN THE RENORMALIZATION AND BINARY HEIGHT NETWORKS FOR THE ORIGINAL MODEL
Here we show that the height renormalization tensor network shown in Fig. 6 is a valid representation of the Motzkin model. Our proof will follow a similar trajectory to the case with periodic boundary conditions in Appendix III.
We begin with the step-pyramid of B tensors from Fig. 2 . We will embed the width 2n pyramid within a ( log 2 2n + 1) × 2n rectangle (recall that this does not change the represented state). We are also free to append projectors Π (see Eq. 17) to the base of the network because the B tensors contain no tiles with support on ω (they have no dotted lines). The tensor network shown in Next, we replace the top boundary |0 ⊗2n vector with a tree of triangular S tensors (defined in Eq. 19). These changes are incorporated into the tensor network shown in Fig. S7(b) . This tensor network is equivalent to the network shown in (a).
To prove this, we will show that the indices at the bottom of the pyramid (equivalently, the indices at the top of the square lattice) in Fig. S7 (b) must take the value zero in order for the network contraction to give a non-zero value. Suppose some of these indices took a value of 1, -1, or ω, and let µ be the leftmost column of the square lattice with a non-zero value at the top.
• If the top index of µ takes value 1, the only valid tiling for µ is to use tile A 2 for all square cells. Then, the height encoded at the left boundary of µ is 2 log 2 2n +1 . Since it takes at least y many columns to climb in height by y, and the left boundary of the network is set to height zero, there is no valid tiling that is compatible with both the left boundary of the network and the right side of the column µ.
• If the top index of µ takes value −1, then the tiling of the pyramid network of S tensors must include some E 7 tiles. Consider the topmost E 7 tile(s). Any valid tiling of the pyramid must connect this dotted line to the top of the pyramid. Then, contracting with the |0 vector at the top index of the top S tensor will evaluate the network to zero.
• If the top index of µ takes value ω, then µ can be tiled only with A 8 . Contraction with Π at the base of µ evaluates the network to zero.
Therefore, using a tree of S tensors as the upper boundary of the square lattice network is equivalent to contracting with |0 ⊗2n . Now, we reprove the zipper lemma (lemma S7) with tensors C and S replacing tensors B and T , respectively.
Proof. First we prove the equivalence of the tensor networks shown in Eq. S8. We do this by proving an equivalence of tilings. The tilings of each network are specified by assigning values of {0, 1} to the left facing indices and values of {−1, 0, 1, ω} to the indices on the bottom. This yields a total of 64 distinct tilings. 34 of these were shown already in Fig. S6 ; only numbers 9 and 10 cannot be included because S does not contain the tile D 7 . The remaining 30 are shown in Fig. S8 .
The zipper lemma follows from sequential application of the identity in Eq. S8.
Using the zipper lemma, we can pull a horizontal layer of triangular tensors in Fig. S7(b) downwards through the tensor network. At each step, two C tensors are merged into one. Pulling down each triangular tensor is analogous to closing a zipper. The end result is shown in Fig. S7(c) .
The final step to proving equivalence between the original binary-height tensor network ( Fig. 2(a) ) and the height renormalization tensor network ( Fig. 6(a) ) is to note that the top C tensor 
where the square tile in the middle network is A 4 .
FIG. S8.
A subset of the tilings of the networks in Eq. S8 using the C and S tensors.
